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An infinite set of natural numbers is called a B3-sequence if all sums a1+a2+a3
with aj # A and a1a2a3 are distinct. Let A(n) be the number of positive
elements n in A. P. Erdo s conjectures that every B3-sequence A satisfies
lim infn   A(n) n&13=0. In this paper we prove that no sequence satisfying
A(n)t:n13 can be a B3-sequence. We also give other necessary conditions for a
B3-sequence.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
A non-empty subset A of N is called a Br-sequence or a Sidon sequence
if every n # N has at most one representation of the norm n=a1+ } } } +ar
with ai # A and a1 } } } ar .
An old conjecture of P. Erdo s states that the counting function A(n) :=
a # A, 1an 1 of a Br-sequence A is to satisfy lim infn   A(n) n
&1r=0.
This conjecture has been proved for all even r (see [1] through [8]), but
the odd case is still open. In particular even the case r=3 remains open.
In this paper we prove that if A is a sequence of pseudo-cubes; i.e.,
A(n)t:n13 for some :, then A is not a B3-sequence. We also prove some
other necessary conditions for a B3-sequence.
Preliminaries
We begin by defining
S (N )A :=[(a, b, c) : a, b, c # A & [1, N
2]; abc,
0|a+b&c|2N],
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Lemma 1. If A is an infinite B3-sequence then
|S (N )A |<<N. (1)
Proof. We first note that
S (N )A =S
(N )
1 _ \ .
|h|2N
S (N)2 (h)+ ,
where
S (N )1 :=[(a, b, b): a, b # A, 1a2N, abN
2], and
S (N )2 (h) :=[(a, b, c): (a, b, c) # S
(N)
A , c>b, and a+b&c=h].
An easy combinatorial argument (see [8]) shows that A(n)18n13 ;
therefore |S (N )1 |<<N
13N 23<<N. Now fix a value of h and let (a1 , b1 , c1)
and (a2 , b2 , c2) be two different triples in S (N )2 (h). Since a1+b1+c2=
a2+b2+c1 and A is a B3-sequence, we must have [a1 , b1 , c2]=
[a2 , b2 , c1]. We also have aibi<ci for i=1, 2. These two conditions
together imply that a1=a2 , b1=b2 , and c1=c2 . Therefore |S (N )2 (h)|1,
and the lemma follows.
For the next lemma we define
I (N)l :=((l&1) N, lN], and A
(N )
l :=|A & I
(N)
l |.
Lemma 2. Let A be an infinite sequence of numbers with
lim infn   A(n) n&13>0 and let : N [ R be a monotonically increasing
function, with limn   (n)=. Then
:
l(N )
l(A (N )l )
3>>N log((N )) (2)
Proof. By Ho lder’s inequality,
:
l(N)
l (A (N )l )
3>>
1
log2((N )) \ :l(N ) l
&13A (N)l +
3
. (3)
Since
:
l(N )
l&13A (N)l = :
l(N )
l&13(A(lN )&A((l&1) N))
>> :
l(N )
A(lN )(l&13&(l+1)&13)>>N13 :
l(N )
l&1
the lemma follows.
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It follows from (1) that if A is an infinite sequence of natural numbers
that satisfies
lim sup
n  
S (N )A N=, (4)
then A cannot be a B3-sequence.
Our aim now is to characterize those sequences A with
lim infn   A(n) n&13>0 that satisfy (4).
Definition. Let A be an infinite sequence of natural numbers. If there
exists an infinite sequence (Nr)r # N and a function : N [ R satisfying
lim supn   (n)=. such that
A (Nr)l+1A
(N r)
l (5)
for all 1 with 1l(Nr), then we say that A is monotonically distributed.
Theorem 1. If A is a monotonically distributed sequence with
0<lim inf
n  
A(n)
n13
<lim sup
n  
A(n)
n13
<. (6)
then A is not a B3-sequence.
Proof. Let A be a monotonically distributed sequence of natural
number satisfying (6). Choose an Nr , and l with 1l(N ) and a j with
1 j <l2. (For brevity, we shall write N in place of Nr in the remainder
of the proof.) If a1 # A & I (N )j , a2 # A & I
(N)
l&j , and a3 # A & I
(N )
l , then
0|(a1+a2)&a3 |2N.
Therefore
S (N )A >> :
l(N ) \ :1 j <l2 A
(N )
j A
(N )
l&j+ A (N )l >> :l(N ) l(A
(N )
l )
3>>N log((N ))
by Lemma 2. From Lemma 1, we see that A cannot be a B3-sequence.
Theorem 2. If A is a pseudo-cube sequence, then A is not a B3-sequence.
Proof. Since A(n)t:n13 there exists a monotonically increasing func-
tion %: N [ R with limn   %(n)= and
\:& 1%(n)+<
A(n)
n13
<\:+ 1%(n)+ .
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Consequently
A (N )l =A(lN )&A((l&1) N )=:N
13(l13&(l&1)13)+O(%(N )&1 l13N13),
and
A(N )l &A
(N )
l+1=:N
13(2l 13&(l&1)13&(l+1)13)+O(%(N )&1 l 13N13). (7)
We claim that
(2l13&(l&1)13&(l+1)13)>>l&53.
For l=1 this is obvious; for larger 1 it follows by noting that
(2l13&(l&1)13&(l+1)13)= 29 |
l
l&1
|
x+1
x
y&53 dy dx.
On the right-hand side of (7) we have a main term and an error term.
For brevity, we write this as M+E. We see that if 1l(N ) then
E
M
<<
l13N13
%(N )
l53
N13
<<
l2
%(N )
<<
2(N)
%(N )
.
If we take (N )=%(N )13 we see that EM2 for N sufficiently large;
i.e.,
A (N)l A
(N )
l+1 (8)
provided N is sufficiently large and 1l(N ). It follows that A is
monotonically distributed since we may take [Nr] in the definition to be
the sequence of all N sufficiently large to make (8) true. By theorem 1, A
is not a B3-sequence.
Gaps
The above considerations show that if there exists an infinite
B3-sequence A with lim infn   A(n) n&13>0, then A must oscillate
between sectors with a high density of elements and intervals that contain
only negligibly many elements of A.
Definition. Let A be an infinite sequence of natural numbers and let
|: N [ R such that
lim inf
n  
A(n) n&13>0 and lim inf
n  
|(n)=.
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If
A (N )l <
1
|(N )
N 13
l23
(9)
for some l # N, N # N, then we say that I (N )l =((l&1) N, lN] is an |-gap
of A.
Remark. Let A be an infinite sequence satisfying A(n)>>n13. Those
elements of A that are considered in |-gaps of A do not make an essential
contribution to the asymptotic behaviour of the counting function of A
with respect to magnitude.
Let N # N be sufficiently large and let A be the subsequence of A that
rises from A by eliminating all those elements of A that are contained in
an |-gap for a given |. Then A (n)>>A(n).
Theorem 3. Assume that A is a B3-sequence A with lim infn   A(n) n&13
>0. Let $>0 and let |: N [ R be defined as |(n) :=(log n)16&$. For any
sufficiently large N and for any : satisfying 0<:12 there exist at least
}N :=[log16 N] consecutive |-gaps of A below N 1+:. In other words, there
exists a natural number l0<N: such that l0<ll0+}N implies that
A (N )l <
N13
l23(log n)16&$
Proof. We prove the theorem indirectly.
Assume that the above conclusion is not true. Then for an arbitrarily
large N # N there are fewer than }N consecutive |-gaps of A below N1+:.
In other words, for every natural number l0<N:, there is some l with
l0<ll0+}N and
A (N )l 
N13
|(n) l23
(10)
Now let K=[N:}N ], and divide the interval (0, N:] into K subinter-
vals of length }N . From each interval, we can pick an integer l for which
(10) is true. Let [l1 , l2 , ..., lk] be a set of such integers. Suppose that
a # A & I (N )l k&l i , b # A & I
(N )
l i , c # A & I
(N )
lk for some kK and i<k2. Then
|a+b&c|2}NN, and so (a, b, c) # S (} NN )A . Therefore
|S (} NN )A | :
kK
A (N )l k \ :i<k2 A
(N )
l k&l i A
(N )
l i + .
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Since lk&li<(k&i+1) }N<2(k&i ) }N (1i<k2) and li<i }N , we see
that
|S (}NN )A |>> :
kK
A (N )l k
N23
|2(N ) }43N k
13
>>
N
|3(N) }N2 \ :kK
1
k+
>>(N}N )
1
(log12&3$) N )(log12 N )
log N
>>(N}N )(log N )3$.
On the other hand, S (}N N )A <<N}N by Lemma 1. Since this a contradiction,
the proof of theorem is complete.
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